The Bronze Time Travel Pack
Fun facts and activities for time travellers
and their companions.
Name: _________________________

Answers for parents or guardians at the back of the pack
Aimed at children aged 6-12

Introduction:
Hello fellow time travellers! My name is Isabella,
named after the famous explorer Isabella Bird. These
activities are aimed at first time visitors to Our Dynamic
Earth. If you need any help with them ask one of our
friendly guides around the galleries.
Time travelling and adventures in science don’t have
to end with your tour. You can try out a couple of your
own scientific experiments using the instructions at the
end of the pack.
Activities with this symbol
Activities with this symbol
space!

can be completed on the tour.
can be completed later in time and

Let’s pack!
When exploring the mysteries of the past it’s good to be prepared for anything
before jetting off. What would you bring with you when you go exploring? Think
about what you might encounter on your travels. Fill in the suitcase tag to show
where you’ve come from.

Timelords

Fun Fact:
Some foods are naturally more
radioactive than others…

Radioactivity Rocks
Radioactivity can be very dangerous to
people. We can use Geiger counters to
test how radioactive objects are. Use
the Geiger counter under the talking
portraits. More clicks equals more
radioactivity.
Can you sort the rocks in an order
from least to most radioactive?
1._________________________________

Have you eaten any bananas
today?
Bananas are one of the most
radioactive foods.
But don’t worry, you’d have to
eat 10 million bananas before
the radioactivity caused
you any harm!

2._________________________________
3._________________________________
4._________________________________
Look at the huge model of the Earth in the middle of the
room. By looking at the ocean floor, scientists discovered
how the continents moved in the past. You can do it too!
Help me find Scotland on the model of the Earth and
follow it as it drifts through history.

There will be more things to find in ‘Casualties and Survivors’.
For now, it’s time to board the Time Machine and journey back to
the beginning of time!
Why not colour in the
stages of your journey
through time and space?

Casualties and Survivors
While you go through the
gallery try and fill in the
blanks of the timeline by
looking at the animals
and seeing how life has
evolved.

Evolutionary Timeline

Stroma___________
_____less __ish
_________pion
Ichthyo_________
West___________

Meet Your Relatives
Can you find the Australopithecus, a
very early human. This is what our
ancestors looked like millions of years
ago! Do you think you look similar?
How have humans changed since
their time?

_________saurus
Quet_______lus
________opteryx
_________pithecus
D__ d__

By the Primordial Soup there might be one of our resident time-travellers! They will
be very happy to chat with you about the Cambrian Period, when life filled the
oceans. Try asking these questions:


What is it like in the Cambrian Period? Is it hot or cold? What does the air
smell like?



Are there any plants or animals? What do they look like? Where do they live?



What is your favourite Cambrian animal?

Human Animal
The Thinking Animal

Tricking our brain

Look at the floating brain. Is that what makes us different
from other animals? Your brain is very similar, but a bit
smaller, roughly the size of your two fists put together.

A vase or two faces?
What do you see?

Does this square make
sense to you?

How many legs does this elephant have?

Environmental Dynamics
Which of these things do
you think shapes our
environment the most?
Have a go at
colouring them in!

Yellow Submarine

Spot the sea creature! Can you spot all
these weird and wonderful sea creatures
through the submarine portholes?

Seahorse
Turtle
Diver

Jellyfish

Shark

Seals
Sea Otters
Squid/Octopus
Hammerhead shark

Penguin
Whale

Spy through the periscope to
see where we’re going next!

Polar Extremes
Icebergs
I dare you to touch the iceberg in the middle of
the room! Look at the picture and you’ll see that
90% of icebergs are hidden beneath the water.
Why not try our Iceberg Experiment at the
end of the pack?

How many different animals can you spot in the pictures (not the
videos) here? How do you think they will be affected if the Polar regions
get warmer?

Brilliant
Biomes

?
Where on Earth?

?
?
?

?

Before you set off to the
Rainforest have a look
at the different Biomes
you’ll be flying over.

?

Help Isabella find these biomes! Use the map on the wall:

The biggest biome(s): _________________________
The smallest biome: ________________________
The driest biome: __________________________
The coldest biome: _________________________
The biome which Britain is found in: _________________________

?
?
?

Many animals survive in the
Rainforest by hiding themselves
from danger. One of these is the
Chameleon. There are
two on this page, can
you spot them?

FUN FACT– Insects
and arachnids are a
tasty snack for many
people in Asia and
Africa!

Biodiversity
Many different creatures
live in the rainforest. Can
you name them all?

Before going through to the Showdome,
why not close your eyes and listen to
the sounds of the Rainforest. Imagine
yourself there amongst the trees...

Help the worker ant find its way through
the colony and get to the queen!

Experiments to do at home:
Make your own volcanic eruption:
For this you will need:


2 x packs Leaf Gelatine



Mixing bowl.



Plastic syringe
(e.g. for pets)



Pizza tray/Steamer
plate



Plant pot stand/similar





Make the gelatine according to the packet instructions, pour
into the mixing bowl & allow to set in the fridge overnight. Put
the mixing bowl in a sink of hot water to loosen the gelatine
(don’t leave it too long or it will all melt!).
Gently flip upside down onto the Pizza
tray/steamer plate and take the bowl off.
This should leave you with a mound of
gelatine, similar to a ‘shield volcano’.

Now set the ‘volcano’ up ready for
eruptions, remember to make sure the
Plastic mat/wipe-clean
surface is wipe-clean or put down a mat! Place the tray/plate
surface
plus gelatine on top of the pot stand, making sure there is
Bottle of Strawberry sauce room underneath to use a syringe. Fill a syringe with sauce
(Sainsbury’s works well, don’t and push into the gelatine, using the holes in the stand & pizza
use ‘Askeys treat’ as it is too tray. Squeeze the sauce into the
sticky)
gelatine & see the ‘magma’ patterns
that are made. The gelatine will often
split, similar to what happens when
magma builds up in the Earth’s crust
underneath volcanoes. Trying placing
the syringe in different parts of the
gelatine or injecting it quickly and
slowly to see if this changes what you see.

Make your own
Iceberg:
For this you will need:

Fill the balloon up with water and a handful of
gravel and leave in the freezer for around 24
hours until frozen solid. When it is ready cut off the
balloon and place the ice into the plastic tub of
water.



A strong round balloon



A handful of fine gravel
Here you can add food colouring to the water to help you see
(coloured fish-tank gravel is how the ice moves through it. Add salt to the iceberg to see it
good)
melt faster.



A tub with water, deep
As the ice melts, gravel will drop to the floor of the tub. Try
enough to fit the full balloon. covering the bottom of the tub with sand so that it is more like
the ocean floor. Notice how the gravel stands out. Geologists
Optional— food colouring,
find out how far icebergs have travelled from their parent
salt and sand.
glacier or ice-sheet by looking for real-life ‘drop-stones’.



You can find more experiments to do at
http://www.dynamicearth.co.uk/learning/earth-explored

Answers:
For parents and guardians only!

Timelords:
Radioactive Rocks

Brilliant Biomes:
Where on earth

Pitchblende

Biggest = Grasslands (Temperate &
Savannah). Although technically the
Oceans are the largest!

Granite

Smallest = Rainforest

Metalliferous Mineral Vein

Driest = Desert

Cheralite

Coldest = Polar

Casualties and Survivors:

Britain = Temperate

Evolutionary Timeline
Stromatolites

Rainforest:

Jawless Fish

Biodiversity

Scorpion
Ichthyostega
Westlothiana
Apatosaurus (labelled Brontosaurus)
Quetzacoutlus

Toucan

Ant (leaf cutter)

Orang-utan

Butterfly

Archaeopteryx
Australopithecus
Dodo

Oceans:
Food Chain
Herring—Cod—Seal—Orca

Polar extremes:
Animal spotting
There are 7 different animals - Geese, Husky Dogs, Humans(!), a
Polar Bear, an Albatross, a Whale, and Penguins.
For most of them their habitat and food supplies will decrease.

